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Scintillating calorimeters operating at ~10 mK 
➝ double read-out via heat & light. 

• Source = detector ➝ high efficiency; 

• Excellent energy resolution (<1%); 

• Modular design ➝ large scalability; 

• Possibility to study different isotopes; 

• LYα ≠ LYβ and shape parameters allow 
Particle identification;
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36 3. Analisi dati in CUPID-0
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Figura 3.7. Confronto tra lo sviluppo temporale degli impulsi di luce di particelle – e
—/“. La forma dell’impulso a destra del massimo è molto di�erente nei due casi perciò è
ragionevole usare il TVR come parametro discriminante.

65Zn) e sul fondo (le sidebands vicine al picco) viene studiata in funzione del numero
di MAD a cui viene e�ettuato il taglio. Per determinare il taglio ottimale, quello che
massimizza sia l’e�cienza sul segnale che la soppressione degli eventi spuri, si calcola
il rapporto r = ‘S/

Ô
‘BKG e si sceglie il taglio che rende tale rapporto massimo.

La procedura con cui viene calcolata l’e�cienza sul picco dello 65Zn verrà meglio
illustrata nel capitolo successivo, nel paragrafo 4.2.2.

Applicando questi tagli nella regione di interesse (ROI) dello 0‹——, ovvero
l’intervallo di 400 keV centrato al Q-valore del 82Se, e richiedendo che ciascun
impulso sia registrato in un singolo cristallo, si ottiene un indice di fondo pari a
(3.6 ± 0.5) ◊ 10≠2 conteggi/(keV·kg·anni), con un’e�cienza di ‘ = (95 ± 2) %.

3.3.2 Parametri di forma degli impulsi di luce
Dopo la selezione fatta sugli impulsi di calore, si sfrutta l’informazione fornita dai
rivelatori di luce. Si richiede per prima cosa che a ciascun impulso nello ZnSe sia
associato un impulso nel rivelatore di luce la cui ampiezza sia maggiore del livello di
rumore nello stesso rivelatore di luce. Per la discriminazione degli eventi – da quelli
—/“ si usa il parametro TVR degli impulsi di luce. Si potrebbe usare l’ampiezza
dei segnali, che come mostrato in figura 3.3 permette di distinguere i due tipi di
particella, tuttavia si è osservato che lo sviluppo temporale dei segnali, in particolare
il TVR, è molto più sensibile a tale scopo, come si può osservare in figura 3.7.

L’andamento del TVR della luce in funzione dell’energia rilasciata nello ZnSe
è mostrato in figura 3.8: questo mostra che si può chiaramente distinguere la
popolazione di eventi – da quella di eventi —/“.

Per studiare l’e�etto di un taglio su questi parametri si seleziona un campione
puro di eventi —/“: gli eventi corrispondenti a sciami elettromagnetici prodotti

Scintillating cryogenic calorimeters

Excellent technology to search for 
Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

See F.Ferroni’s talk (link) 

https://agenda.infn.it/event/24250/contributions/127399/
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• Next generation ton-scale experiment based on 
enriched Li2100MoO4 scintillating crystals 
(arXiv:1907.09376); 

• Qββ(100Mo) = 3034 keV; 

• Target background ~ 10-4 counts/keV/kg/y; 

• Expected to cover the entire inverted mass 
hierarchy of neutrino mass; 

• Pathfinder experiments:  

• CUPID-0 ➝ enriched Zn82Se crystals; 

• CUPID-Mo ➝ enriched Li2100MoO4 crystals;
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Figure 2: The e↵ective
Majorana mass m��

as a function of the
lightest neutrino mass
provides the parame-
ter space typically used
to compare 0⌫�� decay
experiments. The ex-
perimental state-of-the
art and the goal of
next-generation experi-
ments are shown on the
left. The final sensi-
tivity of CUORE and
the projected sensitiv-
ity of CUPID baseline
are also reported.

induced one. However, superb detection technologies can be employed for these nuclei: germanium diodes
(GERDA [20] and MAJORANA [21]), xenon gaseous and liquid detectors (EXO-200 [22], NEXT [23], and
other projects), large liquid-scintillator volumes incorporating the candidate nuclei (KamLAND-Zen [24]
and SNO+ [25]), and TeO2 bolometers (CUORE [7]). Thus, it is not surprising that the currently most
sensitive experiments study these three nuclei (136Xe in KamLAND-Zen, 76Ge in GERDA and 130Te in
CUORE), with limits on m�� of 61–165 meV [24], 120–260 meV [20], and 110–520 meV [7] respectively.
The current results barely approach the onset of the inverted ordering (IO) region of the neutrino mass
pattern, which extends in the range 15–50 meV for a vanishing lightest-neutrino mass. These experiments,
even at the completion of their experimental program, are far from fully exploring this region. In addition
to these three ongoing projects, there are other searches based on one of the same isotopes that are under
commissioning or fully funded, or will take data soon. In this context, we will mention: SNO+ [25],
which will study 130Te dissolved in liquid scintillator in the SNO set-up; LEGEND-200 [26], based on
the GERDA and MAJORANA experiences and exploiting at maximum the current GERDA set-up for
the study of 76Ge; and NEXT-100 [23], a high pressure electro-luminescence TPC studying 136Xe. Even
these experiments, however, do not have the sensitivity required to cover the IO band.

Continuing our survey of the most promising isotopes, we remark that the three candidates 48Ca,
96Zr, and 150Nd are in the best position to carry out a background-free experiment, since their Q��s are
higher than the 214Bi � endpoint and therefore are not a↵ected by � radioactivity. Unfortunately, these
are currently ruled out as being part of a viable and competitive experiment because they have a very
low isotopic abundance; at this time, large-scale enrichment is impossible or prohibitively expensive.

The remaining three candidate isotopes (82Se, 100Mo, and 116Cd) feature an expected 0⌫�� decay
signal out of the bulk of the � environmental background, but radon-related contamination may still be
influential. These nuclei can be embedded in a number of compounds that allow the growth of large
scintillating crystals. Radon radioactivity is not a severe issue in this case because the active part of
the detector is not a fluid that can be contaminated by gaseous radon emanation. This technology is
currently applied to 82Se in CUPID-0 [15, 16] and to 100Mo in both CUPID-Mo [27] and AMoRE [28].
In scintillating bolometers, each event provides a thermal and a scintillation signal. Their simultaneous
detection enables the discrimination of ↵ particles, which present a generally lower light yield than that
of � particles of the same energy [29]. Another possibility is to perform pulse-shape discrimination in the
scintillation signal [30] and for some crystal events in the thermal signal [31]. These methods can reject
energy-degraded surface ↵s, which are expected to be the dominant background source above 2.6 MeV.
CUPID will follow this experimental approach, as discussed in detail in Sec. 2.4.
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Cuore Upgrade with Particle 
IDentification 

See P.Loaiza’s talk (link) 

See A.Giuliani’s talk (link) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.09376
https://agenda.infn.it/event/24250/contributions/130114/
https://agenda.infn.it/event/24250/contributions/129768/
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• Located at LNGS; 

• 24 ZnSe crystals enriched at >95% of 82Se 
+ 2 natural ones; 

• Qββ(82Se) = (2997.9 ± 0.3) keV ➝ low 
background region; 

• 31 Ge Light detectors; 

• GeNTD thermistors as temperature 
sensors; 

• Reflective foils to increase light collection; 

• Total mass: 10.5 kg ZnSe;
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Scintillating bolometric technique for the 
neutrino-less double beta decay search: 

the LUCIFER/CUPID-0 experiment.
CUPID is a proposed future ton-scale bolometric neutrino-less double beta decay (0νDBD) experiment to probe the Majorana nature of neutrinos and discover Lepton 

Number Violation in the so-called inverted hierarchy region of the neutrino mass. In order to improve the sensitivity with respect to the current bolometric experiments, the 
source mass must be increased and the backgrounds in the region of interest dramatically reduced. The background suppression can be achieved discriminating β/γ 

against α events by means of the different light yield produced in the interactions within a scintillating bolometer. The increase in the number of 0νDBD emitters demands 
for crystals grown with enriched material. LUCIFER/CUPID-0, the first demonstrator of CUPID, aims at running the first array of enriched scintillating Zn82Se bolometers 
(total mass of about 7 kg of 82Se) with a background level as low as 10−3 counts/(keV kg y) in the energy region of interest. We show the results of the first measurement 

performed on Zn82Se enriched bolometers operated deep underground in the Hall C of Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso.

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
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The half-life is the measurable quantity

Phase space 
factor : ~ Q5 Nuclear Matrix 

Element
Effective 

neutrino mass

If observed neutrino is a Majorana particle

By measuring the kinetic 
energy of the electrons 

(Ke), the signal is expected 
as a monochromatic peak 

at the Q-Value of the 
reaction

SIGNAL
An irreducible background comes 

from the 2νββ. Environmental 
radioactivity and contaminations of 
the detector/setup materials can 
also be a source of background if 

no particle ID is performed.

BACKGROUND

Deep underground experiments to shield against cosmic rays

�� Decay Reaction
Isotopic Abundance Q-value

[atomic %] [keV]
48Ca!48Ti 0.2 4274
76Ge!76Se 7.6 2039
82Se!82Kr 8.7 2996
96Zr!96Mo 2.8 3348

100Mo!100Ru 9.6 3034
116Cd!116Sn 7.5 2814
124Sn!124Te 5.8 2288
128Te!128Xe 31.8 866
130Te!130Xe 34.2 2528
136Xe!136Ba 8.9 2458
150Nd!150Sm 5.6 3368

Good energy resolution to disentangle 
0νββ from 2νββ

Very high radio purity level to reduce 
the background

96% of active isotopes

Zero background tagging the α 
particles

Sensitivity and Isotope choice
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Scintillating bolometric technique
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• Both the Absorber and the Light Detector are operated at 10 mK and 
read out by NTD thermistors

• The particle interaction within the absorber causes a temperature rise 
detected by the NTDheat + light emission that depends of the particle 
type (if α or β/γ)

• The light emitted is absorbed by the Light Detector resulting in a 
temperature rise detected by the NTDlight

CUPID-0 Detector
The first demonstrator of the 

scintillating bolometric technique:

• 30 Zn82Se enriched at 96% in 82Se 
(cylinder of 5.5 cm high and 4.4 
cm in diameter) for a total mass of 
7 kg of 82Se.

• 36 germanium light detectors (disk 
of 4.4 cm in diameter and 170 μm 
thick), one face coated with SiO2.

• crystal surrounded by 3M VM2002 
reflective foil

• background in the ROI: 
10-3 counts/(keV kg y)

The first test run results

IF 0 BACKGROUND

Enriched ZnSe scintillating bolometer:
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Light detector 
resolution on 

55Fe x-rays

Nicola Casali for the Cupid-0 collaboration 
VCI 2016 The 14th Vienna Conference on Instrumentation 15 - 19 February 2016
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82Se

Se - 0182Enriched Zn

• 3 Zn82Se surrounded by VM2002
• 4 Ge light detectors with 55Fe x-ray sources

• Only one module 
shown on the left 
picture

• Operated deep 
underground in 
the Hall C of 
Laboratori 
Nazionali del Gran 
Sasso

• Reproducible 
results between 
the 3 crystals and 
4 light detectors

Zn82Se 
resolution trend 

vs energy
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Phase I results
• Most stringent limit on 82Se 0νββ half-life 

; 

• Comprehension of the background in 
experiments based on scintillating calorimeters;  

• Most precise measurement of 82Se 2νββ half-life: 

T0ν
1/2 > 3.5 × 1024y (90% C.I. limit)

T2ν
1/2 = [8.60 ± 0.03( stat )+0.19

−0.13(syst )] × 1019yr
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simulate the contaminants in different positions of the
cryostat and its shields; (ii) we remove the sources resulting
with an activity compatible with zero; (iii)we include the
90Sr=90Y contamination of ZnSe in the source list; (iv) we
use a fixed step binning for the M1!=" spectrum
(15–50 keV); (v) we vary the threshold of the M1!="

spectrum (300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000 keV); (vi) we
do not apply the # identification, thus fitting a unique M1

spectrum from 700 keV to 8 MeV; (vii) we do not apply the
energy scale correction; (viii) we use non-negative uniform
priors for all the sources.
For each class of systematic effect, we quote the

corresponding uncertainty as the maximum variation of
the 2$!! activity with respect to the reference value. We
also verified that the 2$!! activity evaluation is stable when
fitting subsets of data. Particularly, by dividing the data in
two halves corresponding to the first and second part of
data taking, or selecting different group of detectors, we
obtain results fully compatible from the statistical point of
view. We evaluate the combined systematic uncertainty
of the fit adding in quadrature all the uncertainties listed
in Table I. Finally, we include the uncertainties on the

theoretical description of the 2$!! decay (1.0% [37]),
efficiency calculation and 82Se nuclei, added in quadrature.
To investigate the compatibility of the two models with

the data, we compare the experimental counts (Nexp) in the
range between 2 and 3 MeV with the ones predicted by
the two models (NX where X ! SSD or HSD). We quantify
the accordance between data and model through the
parameter

tX !
jNexp ! NXj!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
%2exp " %2X

q ; #1$

where %exp !
!!!!!!!!!
Nexp

p
, and %X is the statistical uncertainty of

the counts predicted by the model.
In the different fits performed to quantify the systematic

effect (Table I), tHSD spans from 6.6 to 5.5, while tSSD is
always of the order of 1. The results obtained from the fit
configuration that returns the lowest value for HSD are
reported in Table II. To investigate the sensitivity of the
experiment to reject the HSD hypothesis, we performed a
toy MC simulation in which 106 experiments have been
simulated by generating Poisson distributed experimental
counts in the [2–3] MeV range. For each simulated
experiment, we computed the value of tHSD, taking into
account the statistical and systematic uncertainties of the
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FIG. 2. Energy spectrum of the M1!=" events collected by
CUPID-0 in 9.95 kg yr of Zn82Se exposure (black dots). Only
three " lines are clearly visible over the continuum due to 2$!!:
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the SSD hypothesis for the 2$!! decay. The green line represents
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The blue line is the sum of the background sources. In the top
panel, we show the bin-by-bin ratio between counts in the
experimental spectrum and counts in the reconstructed one.
The corresponding uncertainties at 1, 2, 3% are shown as colored
bands centered at 1.
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FIG. 3. Comparison between theM1!=" experimental spectrum
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that SSD model provides a much better description of the
experimental data in the energy region above 2 MeV, where
the difference between the models is more prominent.
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CUPID-0 phase II
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• μ are the main residual background
– Installation of μ-veto

Phase II upgrade

No reflective foil
– Sensitivity to 

M2 α events

New clear Cu Shield
– Thermalization
– Additional shielding

NOW 
COOLING

Upgrade 
• Removal of reflecting foils ➝ tag surface contaminations; 

• Muon veto surrounding cryostat ➝ confirm the Background 
Model result; 

• Internal copper shield ➝ improve the background at low energy;
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Comparison between Phase I and Phase II M1 β/γ spectra. 
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 Effect of  the 10 mK shield and 65Zn decay at low energy. 
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Thanks for the attention!
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Summary of the 
CUPID-0 analysis

Laura on behalf of the analysis group

21/12/2017


